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Abstract. When there is a lack of knowledge or integrity in the �eld of taxation, it is possible

to use tax preference and tax coordination methods for data mining. In this method, analysis

of tax policy adjustment based on the perspective of tax preference and tax coordination can

achieve the "One Belt and One Road" construction of continuous eigenvalues by using tax domain

knowledge. The analysis algorithm of tax policy adjustment (AATPA) is also proposed, applicable

to data description problems of mixed tax types. The adjustment analysis using the algorithm can

be automatically recorded and determined, and the frequent degree corresponding to its internal

eigenvalue can e�ectively correct the tax policy adjustment center. Under the construction of

"One Belt and One Road", the output of tax policy adjustment can be expressed and explained

by concept combination. Finally, through the study of the real tax data in Anhui Province, it is

shown that the AATPA algorithm proposed in this paper is e�ective.

Key words. One Belt and One Road Initiative, tax incentives, tax coordination, tax policy

adjustment.

1. Introduction

At present, our country has entered the era of big data with the rise of data min-
ing technology. Using this method can extract useful and unknown information from
the mass of data. And this information is useful for decision-making[1−2]. If the tax
domain knowledge is relatively little or the data set is incomplete when the mining
task is carried out, the method of adjusting analysis can be used at this time[3−4].
Using this method, unidenti�able data can be classi�ed into di�erent classes and
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implemented automatically, without the in�uence of prior knowledge. In this way,
the relevant information in the original data set can be preserved to the maximum
extent [5−6]. In the �eld of machine learning, the so-called tax incentive and tax
coordination analysis method refers to that the description of objects' compound
expressions makes the data can be divided according to this. And the measurement
is based on the similarity of the data objects, rather than the geometric distance
[7−8]. In tax incentive and tax coordination technology, the most prominent fea-
ture is that it is based on the corresponding class to determine the coverage, and
also can explain the adjustment results. According to di�erent treatment degrees of
the concept normalization and specialization of tax incentives and tax coordination
characteristics, a hierarchical conceptual description can be obtained[9]. In addition,
the use of tax incentives and tax coordination can also solve the problem of incre-
mental data mining, that is, if new data are added to the data mining, there is no
need for the original data to be adjusted again[10].

This paper focuses on the related research of tax preference and tax coordina-
tion. In this paper, a method of tax policy adjustment based on tax preference and
tax coordination is put forward, and the continuous characteristic value succeeds in
conducting "One Belt and One Road" by using the knowledge of the tax �eld. By
setting the similarity threshold, the number of adjusted partitions can be realized
automatically, and for the similarity of data objects, it can also be judged according
to the tax preference and tax coordination corresponding to the eigenvalue. And
for the adjustment center, dynamic adjustment can be realized according to the fre-
quency of eigenvalue. The adjustment output conducts "One Belt and One Road"
construction, and the relative adjustment coverage description is obtained. The hi-
erarchical concept tree can be obtained by adjusting the output. After experimental
analysis, it is proved that the AATPA algorithm proposed based on the research of
predecessors is e�ective.

2. Concept and characteristics of tax preference and tax
coordination

2.1. De�nition of tax preference and tax coordination

U = D1×D2× ...×DmIs a given discrete vector space, which is n-dimensional, in
which Dja �nite set of symbols (j = 1, 2, ...,m).|U|indicates the number of elements
in the setU, which can describe the scale of the set.

De�nition 1. ∀u ∈ U is an instance of U, i. e., it describes u = 〈a1, a2, ..., am〉 by
vector symbol, and can satisfy aj ∈ Aj ⊆ Dj , j = 1, 2, ...,m, corresponding to the
tuple Si, i = 1, 2, ..., n.

De�nition2. The description structure of the objects in the subset T ⊂ U, T is the
same, which can be expressed as a set of several tuplesSi, referred to as the database
tableT = {S1, S2, ..., Sn}, in which T refers to the subset of interest in the table.

Tuples Si belong to the objects to be classi�ed, and there are a total of n tu-
ples, which can be recorded asT = {S1, S2, ..., Sn}. InSi, the total number of fea-
tures is Ajdescribed to be m ones, j = 1, 2, ...,m. The range corresponding to
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Aj is a symbolic �eld with a number of di�erences. It can be expressed in the
form ofDom (Aj) = {a1, a2, ..., am}. |Dom (Aj)|refers to the scale of Dom (Aj). In
the feature domain, when describing objects are di�erent, there will be di�erent
structural relationships among elements, which can be divided into four categories,
namely,catego rical, linearand hierarchy. The corresponding sets' range under dif-
ferent structures may be disordered, ordered and graphically ordered, and described
in order ofDc,Dl andDh.

Dl represents the ordered conceptual domain, and Aj ⊆ Dl shows that all char-
acteristic values are ordered concepts.

For example, the customer deposit balanceDl = {none, less, relatively less,
medium, relatively much, much, very much, extremely much'};

Dc refers to the concept domain of disorder. IfAj ⊆ Dc, it means that the char-
acteristic values are all disordered concepts, taking the tax market performance as an
example,Dc=Dc= {`Lingzhang tax', `superdrop tax', `Banker tax', `speculation tax',
`informationtax'};

DlAj ⊆ Dl

Dh represents a characteristic that is normally a tree-like hierarchy. The parent
node can generalize the child node, and at this time, in each concept layer, all the
features are divided into two kinds, that is, order, disorder. Therefore, all node
values correspond to an unordered set or an ordered set. For example, over a period
of time, the customer's tax transactions are mostly ordered, as shown in �gure 1. But
relatively, newly listed securities or those circulating in the market are unordered,
as shown in Fig. 1. The knowledge of the tax �eld is re�ected by the change of
characteristics, which can reveal the interest of the user.

2.2. Tax preference and tax coordination structure

It is assumed that the data object of interest meets the relevant conditions in def-
inition 2 and the characteristics of the tuple Si ∈ T (i = 1, 2, ..., n) can be e�ectively
measured by tax preference and tax coordination.

Fig. 1. Ordered hierarchical structure

(1) Tax preferences and tax coordination of symbolic eigenvalues:

dc (aik, ajk) =

{
0 aik = ajk
1 aik 6= ajk

, i 6= j (1)

dc (aik, ajk) represents the corresponding tax preference and coordination of the
element aik, ajk ∈ Ak(i 6= j) in the range of the kth eigenvalue Wie of the two tuples
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Fig. 2. Unordered hierarchical structure

Si and Sj . If the two eigenvalues are the same, the value of dc (aik, ajk) is 0. Vice
versa, it is 1.

(2)Tax preference and coordination of ordered eigenvalues:

dl (aik, ajk) = |aik − ajk| . (2)

dl (aik, ajk) represents the value of the kth feature of both Siand Sj is de-
rived from the corresponding tax concessions and tax coordination of the set Dl:
aik, ajk ∈ Ak(i 6= j). Take the deposit of the customer as an example, that is,
Deposit={a1, a2, a3, a4, a5, a6}={‘few, ‘relatively few, ‘medium,`′ relatively many′, ‘many′, ‘a lot of ′}.
The tax preference and the tax revenue coordination is dl (a1, a2)= 2, namely tax
preference and the tax revenue coordination at the level of 'less' and 'medium' is 2.
The tax preference and the tax revenue coordination dl (a1, a1)=0, meaning that'
less' tax preference and tax coordination is 0.5%.

(3) The de�nition of tax preference and tax coordination d (Si, Sj) between two
tuples Si, Sj ∈ T is:

d (Si, Sj) = Dis−o (Si, Sj)+Dis−c (Si, Sj) =

ko∑
k=1

Uk |aik − ajk|+
kc∑
k=1

Ukdc (aik, ajk) .

(3)

Dis−o (Si, Sj) =
∑ko

k=1 Uk |aik − ajk| refers to the sum of all the ordered charac-
teristic values corresponding to the tax preference and coordination betweenSiand
Sj . ko is the number of ordered features among the characteristics contained in S.

d (Si, Sj) = Dis−o (Si, Sj) =
∑kc

k=1 Ukdc (aik, ajk) is the total sum of tax preference
and tax coordination corresponding to the disordered characteristics between two
tuples, in which there are kc disordered features, and Uk represents the weight factor
vector.

2.3. Guidelines for the analysis of tax policy adjustment

Suppose that Y = {Y1, Y2, ..., Yp}is a set of padjustment centers. InYi = 〈y1, y2, ..., ym〉,
there are koordered feature �elds, and the other kcfeature �elds belong to un-
ordered features, which jointly constitute the adjustment center, in which there
are m (= ko + kc)vectors. These vectors have the same characteristic description
structure asSi ∈ T , i.e. the characteristic description structure between tuples to
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be classi�ed is the same. Using the discriminant criterion Jto measure all theP
adjustment centers in the distanceP , the minimum value of tax preference and tax
coordination is obtained.

J = min

p∑
l=1

d (Si, Yl) , i = 1, 2, ..., n (4)

d (Si, Yl) represents the sum of all the features of the tax preference and coordi-
nation betweenSi and Yl, which can be expressed as:

d (Si, Yl) =

ko∑
k=1

Uk |aik − ylk|+
kc∑
k=1

Ukdc (aik, ylk) . (5)

Uk represents the weight vector, and k = 1, 2, ...,mis the number of features in
the tuple, so that the contribution degree of each characteristic in the adjustment of
tax policy can be adjusted reasonably. This adjustment process is realized through
the knowledge of the tax �eld.

3. Tax policy adjustment analysis algorithm

Through the study of tax preference and tax coordination, this paper describes
the similarities between tuplesSior customer behavior characteristics. Through this
method, the closest ones will be grouped into the same category, and the adjustment
center Y = {Y1, Y2, . . . , Yp} can use the adjustment function to get the dynamic
adjustment, which can then be based on tax preference and tax coordination to
automatically classify tuples in T into the nearest class. Moreover, the number
of tuples is changing in the process of adjusting and dividing, which will make
the adjustment center's concept value have the corresponding adjustment. This
adjustment will continue until the system has stabilized. Most of data sets, in the
process of dynamic data mining, need to be summed up.

3.1. Conceptualized segmentation of tax eigenvalues

There is also a need for conceptual division of tax policy adjustments in the
database to form an orderly conceptual value to ensure full interpretation of the out-
put results and ensure that the adjustment space can be fully compressed. According
to the data distribution form, one can determine the division method of the tax char-
acteristics. In this paper, it is based on the data distribution density to make the tax
characteristic value with discontinuous distribution get the corresponding concept
value algorithm after mapping, that isCGA(conceptual generalization algorithm).
Because the number of the characteristic Aj = {j = 1, 2 . . . ,m}contained in T ism,
and the range of the part Aj is a real number �eld, using the CGAalgorithm, the
corresponding values of a particular featureAj can be mapped to obtain a relative
concept value.

Through Algorithm 2.1, the CGA algorithm can be described simply:
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(1)Take samples from the tableT in a random way to get the tableTs ⊆ T ; take
into account the number of samples and the random characteristics when sampling;

(2)Characteristics Aj to be dealt with: the number G of concepts desired and
the corresponding accuracy factor T can be de�ned in conjunction with tax domain
knowledge, and usually the factor is between 5 and 10, and from this to determine
the partitioninterval = (upmost− lowest)/(G× T ). Through the segmentation, the
corresponding range of Aj is divided into several small intervals, and the total number
of intervals isn (= G× T ); the number of data available in each interval is counted,
denoted ass− countk.

(3)Computation of concept segmentation: according to the order, s− countk ac-
cumulates and eventually getssumj. When the value of sumjis close to the set thresh-
old total− cnt/G(total− cnt=|Ts|, the concept segmentation will be generated. The
upper and lower limits of the segment are the upper bound corresponding to the last
interval and the lower bound corresponding to the �rst interval insumj, respectively.
In this order, the segment is incorporated into the concept table for storage. This
process will continue throughout the statistical interval and all characteristic values
of Aj will be processed through this process.

Tax policy adjustment analysis algorithm
The implementation process of the whole algorithm can be divided into two

stages. First of all, it is required to be able to clearly adjust and analyzep. This
stage corresponds to the AATPA algorithm. The algorithm can describe the AATPA
algorithm simply: select a tuple Si ∈ T from T, which is not yet class-divided, and
construct a hyper sphere, whose radius is a the similarity threshold Simth, and count
the number of tuples falling into the ball, denoted as count. If the construction meets
the count threshold Nth and maintains a far distance with the center of other classes,
pwill add 1at this time.

Theorem 1: When the relevant parameters have been determined, including
Simth, Nth and so on, the algorithm AATPA is able to determine the tuple similarity
in the table T under the action of adjusting criterion J. Moreover, the time required
will be kept within the limit of O (n), and p adjustment centers Cluster− C.will be
obtained.

Veri�cation: Suppose that there are n tuples in the tableT , and the eigenvalues
corresponding to each tuple Si are �nite. If the threshold valuesSimth, Lth are set at
this time, the output of AATPA algorithm can be determined because the number
of di�erent distributed classes is judged by similarity.

3.2. Generation of tax policy adjustment analysis algorithm

The AATPA algorithm ensures that the data objects that need to be processed
are substantially reduced. The algorithm can be implemented in memory. Suppose
thatT1 ⊂ T , in which there are padjustments, denoted askp. Moreover, each tuple
corresponds to the atomic rule and has m characteristics. In AATPA algorithm, the
table T1is represented as a rule set R− set0.

Table 1 shows part of the rule table outputted by the AATPA algorithm, which
represents the law of the customer's trading behavior within a given time range.
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If the similarity threshold k1 is 5, one can obtain the corresponding inductive
results:(1, 2), (3, 4), (5, 6, 8)and(7, 8); when k2=3, the corresponding results are (1, 2, 3, 4)
and (5, 6, 7, 8. Figure 2 shows the tax policy adjustment analysis structure that can
be obtained through the AATPA algorithm. The analysis shows that this struc-
ture can be used to obtain the characteristics of the transaction behavior of tax
customers.

Table 1. Adjustment output R-set0 generated by AATPA algorithm

# Stk−number Trd−mode Trd−types Strength Frequency Assets Custm−type Loss Samples

1 3. . 5 A A∨Z 1. . 5 1. . 3 few A 5. . 15 11

2 3. . 5 B A∨G 1. . 5 1. . 3 few A 5. . 15 18

3 3. . 5 A A 5. . 12 3. . 6 many A 5. . 15 23

4 3. . 5 B A 5. . 12 3. . 6 medium A 5. . 15 15

5 5. . 8 A A 1. . 5 6. . 10 medium A 15. . 25 8

6 5. . 8 C A 5. . 12 6. . 10 medium A 15. . 25 28

7 5. . 8 C G 1. . 5 1. . 3 few B 5. . 15 31

8 5. . 8 A G 1. . 5 1. . 3 medium B 15. . 25 16

(1)[customertype = retailinvestor][number of Transaction tax payment= 3∼5][frequency
is smaller than 3][ Items are less than 5]⇒[Assest = small][Credibility = 30%];

(2)[Assest = samll][customertype = retailinvestor][Type of transaction A or
B]⇒[Loss rate of 5 to 15%][Credibility =90%];

(3)[Clients involved in treasury bond trading]⇒[Customer class=B]∧[Trading fre-
quency = less][Credibility=34%].

Fig. 3. hierarchical concept of the AATPA algorithm output

4. Experimental analysis

In order to analyze the feasibility of the AATPA algorithm proposed in this paper,
the real tax data and simulation data of Anhui Province are used in this paper,
mainly to test the execution time required by the algorithm, and the corresponding
adjustment output when certain thresholds are selected di�erently.

Thus, 100Krecorded data are selected from it, which become the sample of
this paper. Then, by random sampling, the extraction of data subsamples are
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conducted. The number of subsamples extracted from the sample is as follows:
5K, 10K, 50K, 100K, 500K and 1M, respectively. However, each sub-sample runs the
algorithm ten times for recording and analyzing the time required by the algorithm,
and calculating the mean value. Table 2 shows the scale of tax policy adjustment and
its corresponding time variance. It can be obtained by analysis that the e�ciency
of the algorithm meets the requirements of mining.

4.1. Relationship between the execution time of the algo-
rithm and the scale of database table |T |

The experimental results show that if the table T is increased by 10 times, the
corresponding execution time will be increased by the same multiple. While gener-
ating simulated data, the basic principle is that the dimension of vector space is 20
dimensions, in which 50 adjustment points are generated randomly, and there are 20
coordinates corresponding to each adjustment point, requiring that at each point it
can be generated in a positive or too distributed manner, with a value ranging from
[1, 10000], and all of them are integers.

Table 2. Comparison of scale of tax policy adjustment and time of implementation

Record size 5K 10K 50K 100K 500K 1000K

Average running time(s) 14.9 34.82 141.2 341.8 1524 3752

Covariance of time 3.62 3.9 4.41 7.9 11.5 24.8

Number record, average execution time average execution time di�erence

4.2. In�uence of �One Belt and One Road" construction
on the adjustment and analysis of tax policy in Anhui
Province

The prominent feature of the algorithm AATPA is that, through the de�nition
of tax preference and tax coordination, the adjustment goal is accomplished. In
the whole process, the adjustment results will be signi�cantly a�ected by the size
of the feature range. As shown in �gure 3, when there are di�erences in the num-
ber of conceptual segments and Simthtaken for the same data sample, the �nal
adjustment number pand the diagram of the relationship between each other will be
changed. Thereof, the x axis represents the number of conceptual segmentsG, and
the yaxisSimth. In addition, the zaxis represents the in�uence of Gon p due to the
adjustment error. If the database tableT is given, when Gincreases, the number of
elements of the resulting tax preference and tax coordination concept features range
will also increase, which indicates that the user's concern about the tax preference
is relatively small. Therefore, the adjustment analysis will increase at this time.
On the contrary, the adjustment analysis will decrease. When Simthdecreases, it
indicates that there are strict similarity requirements between tuples, and then the
number of categories will be increased.
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Fig. 4. Impact of tax preference and tax coordination on tax policy adjustment

Fig. 5. Impact of tax coordination on the number of times of dynamic adjustment

5. Conclusion

At present, in order to e�ectively deal with the current big data environment,
there is a need to strengthen the research and analysis of the data mining technology,
especially the adjustment analysis method which has become an important research
�eld. And the tax incentive and tax coordination method has relatively good ap-
plication for incomplete data information or the information lacking the tax �eld
knowledge. This paper from the perspective of tax incentives and tax coordination,
analyzes the in�uence degree of the relevant threshold on the performance of the al-
gorithm under the knowledge in tax �eld. Through the analysis of Anhui Province's
real experimental data of tax, it can be obtained that: the algorithm designed in
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this paper is able to e�ectively solve this problem with a strong feasibility. In the
following research, the algorithm will be improved in order to improve its versatility
and make it be applied to a wider �eld.
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